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South Carolina produces more peaches than any other state on the East Coast. 
Each year, our growers harvest more than 108 million pounds of the tastiest 
peaches available. The Palmetto State’s unique topography and alkaline soils 
enable the growers to partner with Mother Nature and produce our fresh, 
quality fruit from 14,000 production acres. Our 14-week season takes place 
from May through September, with more than 40 varieties harvested. 
Enjoy the taste of sunshine with each bite of a South Carolina peach.
South Carolina … the Tastier Peach State
Nestled on the western edge of South Carolina, Titan Farms 
is the premier grower, packer and shipper of over 2.4 million 
boxes of fresh peaches and vegetables annually. 
We recognize the importance of sustainable agriculture 
practices, and we use them to benefit America's consumers 
and to protect our precious natural resources. 
We have an extraordinary commitment to providing only the 
safest, highest-quality produce for our customers. We're proud 
to be a "one-stop shop" where quality, consistent volume, 
food safety and traceability converge. 
At Titan Farms we bring modern farming and old fashion 
values together to put the highest-quality fruits and vegetables 
on your table. 
5 R.W. Du Bose Road 
Ridge Spring, SC 29129 
LOCAL (803) 685-5381 
TOLL-FREE 1-888-TITAN SC 
www.titanfarms.com 
CHALMERS & LORI ANNE CARR OWNERS 
By integrating teaching, research, extension and regulatory programs, Clemson faculty, staff and students 
are collaborating to address unprecedented challenges facing agriculture today. 
Clem on i identifying is ues and developing olutions to provide food and fiber for a growing population, 
con erve natural resources and protect animal and human health. These initiatives combine expertise in 
agribusiness and education; packaging; biomedicine; and forest, plant, food and veterinary sciences. 
Together Clem on i targeting opportunitie to grow South Carolina's large t indu try - the $34 billion 
agriculture and forestry ector. Clemson has the will to lead! 
CIIEfflSO~ 
College of AGRICULTURE, 
FORESTRY AND LIFE SCIENCES 
c lemson. eaui'cafls clemson.edul publ1c 
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“It’s a Matter of Taste”
 
South Carolina State Farmers Market 
3483 Charleston Hwy., W. Columbia, SC
Event and Meeting Facilities, T. Ashton Phillips Market Center
Greenville State Farmers Market  
1354 Rutherford Rd., Greenville, SC
Pee Dee State Farmers Market 
2513 W. Lucas St., Florence, SC
For more information on the  
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South Carolina  
    Federal State  
       Inspection Service
RaISIng the baR –  
Providing food protection for consumers  
and creating new market opportunities for growers.
For more information, visit www.agriculture.sc.gov  
and look for Agriculture Services under the Divisions tab.
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crops, plants & forestry
Ideal soil and skilled farmers  
grow peanut production
scagricult .12  //  south carolina: our amazing agriculture
The nexT Time you enjoy  
a peanut butter and jelly sandwich  
or a bag of boiled peanuts, thank a 
south carolina farmer.
the state hasn’t always been a 
leader in peanut production, but  
a change in the u.s. Farm Bill in 
2002 presented an opportunity  
for local growers to plant more  
acres of peanuts. 
and they certainly did – peanut 
acreage increased tenfold over the 
past decade to 105,000 acres, up 
significantly from 10,000 acres 
planted in 2002. 
“We seized the moment,”  
says edward “monty” rast,  
south carolina’s 2012 Farmer  
of the Year and a leader in the  
state’s peanut industry. 
Super Soil
according to rast, the state’s late 
entrance into the peanut industry 
has turned into an advantage.
“We had virgin soil – soil that  
no peanuts had been grown in for  
the past 40 years,” he says. “that  
has made our yields much better.”
rast says the quality of the crops 
in south carolina is exceeding the 
quality of crops grown in the big 
peanut states such as georgia, 
alabama and Florida. 
“they have enjoyed the benefits  
of planting a lot of peanuts over a 
long period of time,” he says, “but 
Peanuts
RootTake
photo by jeffrey s. otto
161_F1_Peanuts.indd   12-13 5/1/13   1:37 PM
optimized for online
each article can be read  
online, as a web article or  
in our digital magazine. 
SHAre tHe Content
easily share an interesting 
article, stunning photo or useful 
advertisement via facebook, 
twitter or e-mail. 
HAVe A BloG or WeBSite?
embed our digital magazine in 
your website to offer compelling 
information about South Carolina  
agriculture to your site visitors.
Visit us online at
www.SCagr icu l ture.com
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the special tablet edition is  
designed especially for use on 
ipads and other tablet devices.
Visit us online at





We live and work in an amazing state. south carolina is truly a  
great place to call home. While many industries thrive here, perhaps 
one more than all the others connects with people from all walks of 
life. that industry is agriculture.
our farmers and growers produce the freshest and finest produce 
anywhere. a trip to your local grocery store or farmers market is proof 
enough of the quality of certified south carolina grown. more and 
more people want to know where their food comes from. they want  
to have fresh, healthy and delicious foods to serve their families and 
loved ones. that same pride is felt by farmers across the state, growing 
peaches, peanuts, watermelons, and raising cattle and poultry. many 
farmers who grow commodities help generate a positive trade balance 
for the united states with agriculture exports.
not only is our agriculture amazingly delicious, but it also is part  
of the state’s leading industry – agribusiness. in 2009, i introduced  
the 50x20 goal to increase the economic impact of sc agribusiness 
from $34 billion to $50 billion by 2020. 
a study done the previous year found that agriculture, forestry  
and their allied industries make up agribusiness’s $34 billion dollar 
economic impact in south carolina. the south carolina Department 
of agriculture (scDa) recently revisited that study to see what growth 
agriculture has experienced since that time.
the numbers show that in the worst economy in 80 years, agriculture’s 
economic impact increased $1 billion, from $16.7 billion in 2009 to 
nearly $18 billion in 2013. that growth is significant and moves south 
carolina forward toward the 50x20 goal. 
if agriculture is something you haven’t thought much about, i hope 
this magazine will help you have a better understanding of this great 
industry and what it means for all south carolinians. i hope it will also 
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what’s online
access more agriculture facts  
at scagriculture.com.
As A diverse And growing 
industry, agriculture is a much bigger 
part of the Palmetto state than one 
might realize. 
From national rankings and  
top commodities to a variety of 
agritourism destinations and 
educational programs, south 
carolina’s agriculture industry 
contributes a significant amount 
 to the economy while supporting  
a wide variety of jobs. 
there are approximately 26,500 
farms spread across 4.9 million acres 
of fertile land, with the average farm 
totaling 181 acres. the state also 
boasts 13.1 million acres of 
forestland, or 68 percent of  
south carolina’s total land area. 
those farms work together to 
grow and raise top agricultural 
commodities including broilers 
(chickens for meat), turkeys, 
greenhouse and nursery products, 
cotton, and cattle and calves. the 
state ranks high nationally in other 
crops as well. it comes in at No. 2  
in freestone peaches, No. 4 in flue-
cured tobacco and No. 5 in both 
peanuts and cantaloupes. 
south carolina’s top tier of 
agriculture is its poultry industry, 
which incorporates chickens, 
broilers and turkeys. the industry 
represents 40 percent of all 
agriculture in the state and 80 
percent of animal agriculture, 
contributing $1.5 billion in sales  
per year. Not only do these birds 
bring a significant amount in cash 
receipts, but the poultry industry is 
also key in providing jobs for south 
carolinians. as a whole, the sector 
generates approximately 7,500 jobs, 
not including allied jobs. 
Forestry is another major player 
for the state, contributing more  
than 44,000 jobs and ranking high  
in exports. in fact, south carolina 
exports about $1 billion in forest 
products each year. 
But agriculture in the state  
is much more than crops and 
commodities. the industry 
encompasses agricultural education, 
research and agritourism spots such 
as wineries, pumpkin farms and 
corn mazes. 
the state’s Department of 
agriculture is working hard to  
make consumers aware of where 
their food comes from with  
programs like certified south 
carolina. the program is a 
cooperative effort to brand and 
promote products produced in the 
state, connecting farmers with their 
customers. along with other state 
initiatives, like Farm to school and 
Fresh on the menu, these programs 
are bringing support to south 
carolina’s local food movement.
OvErvIEW
a deeper look at the varied industry
South Carolina 
Agriculture
south carolina is 
home to 26,500 
farms. more than 
65% of those farms 
are considered 
“small,” earning 




among the state’s manufacturing 
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pulpwood 
IS ThE STATE’S MOST  
vALUAbLE fOREST pRODUCT.
4Th IN TObACCO 6Th IN wATERMELON 8Th IN TURkEyS 8Th IN pECANS 8Th IN CUCUMbERS
SOUTh CAROLINA RANkS:




south carolina is home to more 
than 120 farmers markets.
720
full-time livestock operations  
can be found in south carolina.
there are more than
40
varieties of peaches grown  
in south carolina. 
  Peanuts are  
       BOOMING
in South Carolina
www.aboutpeanuts.com
• 420 peanut farmers in South Carolina
• We grow more than 105,000 acres of peanuts
• We produce 399 million pounds of peanuts
• Our state averages 3,800 pounds per acre
• We produce 6% of the nation’s peanuts annually
• We grow two types of peanuts (Virginia  
 and Runner)
• Our number one leading county in  
 production is Orangeburg followed  
 by Calhoun County 
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south carolina’s most important ag commodities,  
based on cash receipts 
Top Agriculture Products 
1. bROILERS
Broilers are chickens raised for meat, 
and South Carolina growers raised 
about 223 million in 2011. the industry 
generated more than $697 million 
in cash receipts that same year, 
representing more than 25 percent of 
the state’s total agricultural receipts.
2. TURkEyS
Ranking 8th nationally in turkey 
production, South Carolina produces 
about 11 million turkeys each year. 
the turkey industry generated more 
than $305 million in cash receipts in 
2011, or about 12 percent of the state’s 
agriculture industry. 
3. GREENhOUSE,  
fLORICULTURE & NURSERy 
the green industry in South Carolina 
accounts for more than $242 million in 
annual receipts, based on 2011 figures. 
this industry includes the growth and 
sale of flowers, trees, sod and other 
greenhouse products. 
4. COTTON 
in 2011, South Carolina farmers  
planted 303,000 acres of cotton  
and harvested 301,000 acres.  
the average yield was 773 pounds  
per acre, resulting in 485,000 bales.  
Cotton generated more than $216 
million in cash receipts in 2011. 
5. CATTLE & CALvES
South Carolina is home to 370,000 
cattle, which includes both beef and 
dairy. the beef cattle industry is mostly 
cow-calf breeding operations, and the 
dairy industry is comprised of milking 
operations. together, they generated 
$156 million in cash receipts in 2011.
6. CORN
Corn raised for grain represents $153 
million in annual agricultural cash 
receipts, based on 2011 totals. that 
year, South Carolina farmers harvested 
330,000 acres of corn. South Carolina-
grown corn is also used to produce 
renewable fuels.
7. EGGS
Egg production is a $102 million 
industry, based on 2011 cash receipts. 
South Carolina egg farms produce  
an average of 68.5 million eggs from 
5.5 million layer hens each year. that’s 
14 eggs for every person who lives in 
the state.
8. SOybEANS
A staple crop for South Carolina 
farmers, soybeans were grown on 
370,000 acres in 2011, resulting in  
9 million bushels. the average yield  
per acre was 25 bushels, and the 
soybean crop generated $102 million  
in cash receipts. 
9. whEAT
Winter wheat represents a $75 million 
industry for South Carolina row-crop 
farmers. used as a cover crop during 
the winter months and harvested in the 
early summer, wheat was planted on 
190,000 acres in 2011, and the average 
yield was 60 bushels per acre. 
10. pEAChES
the top fruit crop for South Carolina, 
peaches are grown on about 15,500 
acres across the state, based on 2011 
figures. South Carolina ranks second 
nationally in peach production, and  
the industry created $75 million in  
cash receipts during 2011.
• 
CrOpS, pLANTS & FOrESTry
Ideal soil and skilled farmers  
grow peanut production
12  //  SOuTh CArOLINA: Our AMAzINg AgrICuLTurE
Peanuts
RootTake
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The nexT Time you enjoy  
a peanut butter and jelly sandwich  
or a bag of boiled peanuts, thank a 
south carolina farmer.
the state hasn’t always been a 
leader in peanut production, but  
a change in the u.s. Farm Bill in 
2002 presented an opportunity  
for local growers to plant more  
acres of peanuts. 
and they certainly did – peanut 
acreage increased tenfold over the 
past decade to 105,000 acres, up 
significantly from 10,000 acres 
planted in 2002. 
“We seized the moment,”  
says edward “monty” rast,  
south carolina’s 2012 Farmer  
of the Year and a leader in the  
state’s peanut industry. 
super soiL
according to rast, the state’s late 
entrance into the peanut industry 
has turned into an advantage.
“We had virgin soil – soil that  
no peanuts had been grown in for  
the past 40 years,” he says. “that  
has made our yields much better.”
rast says the quality of the crops 
in south carolina is exceeding the 
quality of crops grown in the big 
peanut states such as georgia, 
alabama and Florida. 
“they have enjoyed the benefits  
of planting a lot of peanuts over a 
long period of time,” he says, “but 
photo by jeffrey s. otto
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that takes a toll on the soil.  
Peanuts are rotation crops.”
rotation means that farmers 
change out the crop they plant  
in certain areas every year. For 
example, if they plant peanuts  
one year, they’ll plant corn in that 
spot the next year and cotton the 
following year before returning to 
peanuts. Not only does rotating the 
crops help with pest prevention, but 
it also provides ample nutrients in 
the soil for a successful peanut crop.
“south carolina has highly skilled 
farmers with the management skills 
necessary to grow peanuts,” says  
Dr. Jay chapin, a retired clemson 
university professor and industry 
expert. “We have good cotton 
managers and good high-yield corn 
managers. Peanuts require a lot of 
South Carolina row-crop farmer monty Rast drops peanuts into a sheller. Rast grows about 1,000 acres of 
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IN 2012, STATEwIDE pEANUTS  
wERE pLANTED ON 105,000 ACRES,  
A DRAMATIC RISE fROM ThE  
10,000 ACRES pLANTED IN 2002.
In-shell peanuts 
are Virginia-type or 
ballpark peanuts, 
which account for 
between 65 and 70 
percent of the 
peanuts grown in 
south carolina.
bOILED pEANUTS  
ARE ThE OffICIAL 
SOUTh CAROLINA 
STATE SNACk.
management, and peanuts are ideally 
suited for rotation with those crops.”
sheLLing out success
chapin adds, “the Farm Bill 
opened the opportunity, but  
what made the real difference  
is that south carolina is ideally 
suited for the peanuts. We have  
the perfect soils to produce a 
cosmetically pleasing product –  
a bright-hulled peanut, which is 
valued by the in-shell market.”
in-shell peanuts – Virginia-type 
or ballpark peanuts, which are sold 
in their shells – account for between 
65 and 70 percent of the peanuts 
grown in south carolina. the rest 
are runner peanuts, which are 
mostly used to make peanut butter.
“everything to the south of us  
and west of us is pretty much runner 
peanuts,” chapin says. “North of us, 
in North carolina and Virginia, they 
traditionally grow for the in-shell 
market. it takes more management 
to grow the in-shell peanuts, and  
the harvest is a little trickier. Here, 
we can do both.”
thanks to local farmers growing 
these two popular varieties, south 
carolina’s peanut crop was 
estimated at $120 million in 2012. 
“this past year was an 
extraordinarily good year because 
peanut prices were high,” rast says.
nuts aBout peanuts
it’s not just south carolina 
residents who enjoy the nutty  
taste and energy boost of protein-
packed peanuts.
“Peanuts are becoming a good 
value in india, eastern europe  
and china and some of the under-
developed countries of the world,” 
rast says. “china is becoming a huge 
market. the population is requiring 
high-protein products, and they like 
peanuts and peanut butter.”
With these growing export 
opportunities, the future of south 
carolina’s peanut industry looks 
good, chapin says, but he notes that 
agriculture is a cyclical business. 
“We’ll see our peanut acreage go up 
and down,” he says. “it’s not different 
with cotton or corn. some years they 
are more competitive than others, 
but peanuts are an important piece 
of the overall puzzle.”  – Kim Madlom 
most South Carolina-grown peanuts are processed and sold in-shell, or as ballpark peanuts. these peanuts 













the value of the south carolina 
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F or some people, boiled peanuts might be an acquired taste, but in  
the south, boiled peanuts are  
a delicious treat enjoyed by 
generations at family gatherings, 
celebrations and festivals.
in south carolina, the 
boiled peanut is the official 
state snack food, emphasizing 
the cultural and historical 
significance of this humble 
southern staple.
historic Beginnings
By most accounts, boiled 
peanuts came to the united 
states from africa, but rose  
in popularity after the civil 
War. confederate soldiers 
boiled the peanuts in salt  
as a way of sanitizing and 
preserving an important 
source of protein when  
food supplies were short.  
Back home, they introduced 
boiled peanuts, nicknamed 
goobers, to their families  
and communities.
since the 19th century, all 
across the south, peanut boils 
occurred after the annual 
harvest and provided an 
opportunity for a social 
gathering and celebration. 
southern families still boil 
peanuts at reunions and other 
events. You can also find boiled 
peanuts sold at roadside stands 
all across south carolina, each 
serving the hot, salty snack in 
simple brown paper bags.
it takes the right peanut
it’s almost as easy as 
boiling water, and yet not  
so much. it takes the right 
amount of water, the right 
Boiled peanuts are the south carolina state snack
Simple, Salty, Southern













amount of salt, the right cooking 
time and, most important, the 
right peanut – a raw, green  
peanut, freshly dug.
Dried peanuts aren’t the  
same, and don’t even try boiling  
a roasted peanut.
these days, some people  
add liquid smoke or cajun spices. 
entries in the first annual Bluffton 
Boilers competition, held in august 
2012, included peanuts boiled in 
coffee, pickle juice and even 
whiskey. the annual south 
carolina Peanut Party in Pelion, 
celebrating its 31st year in august, 
is the state’s largest celebration  
of the boiled peanut. 
up to 130 bushels, roughly  
2.5 tons, of green peanuts are  
boiled at the festival annually –  
the most popular being those  
boiled in salted water. – Kim Madlom
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south carolina’s top crops
SOybEANS
Soybeans are used 
to make everything 
from candles to lotion 
to crayons. 
in 2011, South 
Carolina harvested 
360,000 acres of 
soybeans, with an 
average yield of 25 
bushels per acre. 
the total value of 
production for the 




remains a  
high-value crop, 




acres of tobacco in 
2011, resulting in 
an average yield of 
1,700 pounds per 
acre. most tobacco 
is grown in the Pee 
dee Region. 
whEAT
Growing both winter 
wheat and wheat 
for grain, South 
Carolina harvested 
180,000 acres of 
wheat in 2011, 
bringing in a total 
of $76,140,000 for 
value of production. 
the crop ranked 
no. 9 in the state, 
providing 2.9 




row crop for the 
state is hay, with 
300,000 acres being 
harvested in 2011, 
and an average yield 
of 2.1 tons per acre. 
Hay brought in $63 
million to the state’s 






most corn in South 
Carolina is grown 
for grain, but there is 
also a small amount 
produced for silage 
(livestock feed). 
in 2011, South 
Carolina farmers 
harvested 330,000 
acres of corn, 
representing more 
than $153 million  




While we're proud of our 95+ years of experience, our 
focus continues ro be on the future. Whether you're 
just Starting your agribusiness, expanding your current 
operation or preparing ro pass it ro the next generation, 
AgSourh can help you get where yo u're going. 
AgSouth Farm Credit is a rel iable source of credit fo r 
farmers and rural Americans and the lender of choice 
for land, farm and home loans. 
Serving So 11th Carolina from the upstate to the lowcountry 
866-585-6234 I agsouthfc.com 
CrOpS, pLANTS & FOrESTry
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whAT do The binding of  
abook, a pair of jeans, a coffee 
 filter and a two-man tent have  
in common? or should we say,  
what do they have in cotton?
it’s that soft, fluffy fiber that 
shows up in consumer staples 
 from textile products to food.  
and for decades, it’s a crop that  
has been a staple of south carolina’s 
agriculture economy.
“Historically, we were one of the 
first states to raise cotton,” says tre 
coleman, executive vice president 
for the south carolina cotton 
Board. “since revolutionary times  
to current day, it’s been an important 
cash crop. although the acreage in 
the state does fluctuate with the 
price for cotton, currently we have 
almost 300,000 acres in cotton 
production in the state.” 
coleman says part of the  
reason the state has a long tradition 
of growing cotton is because it is  
a strong environmental fit with  
the climate.
“cotton can tolerate the heat and 
still produce consistent yields,” he 
explains. there’s also the practical 
fit, he says, with cotton being a 
strong complement in rotation  
with the peanut crop. 
Harry ott, a calhoun county 
farmer, agrees. He credits rotation 
practices with boosting cotton 
production. “We always see  
improved yields with cotton after  
we plant peanuts, because the peanuts 
decrease the nematode population, 
which creates a favorable environment 
for the cotton crop the next year.”
ott, whose 2,200-acre operation 
is a mix of cotton, peanuts and corn, 
says the climate also makes south 
carolina an ideal place to grow 
cotton. “in south carolina, we have  
a long growing season. Very seldom 
do we get an early frost, and if the 
temperatures stay in the 85- to 
95-degree range and we can keep 
some water on the crop, it can make 
for a really strong season for cotton.” 
froM BoLL to BaLe
on the ott farm, like many  
cotton farms across the state, the 
crop is planted in late april. about 
two months later, the flower buds, or 
squares, appear on the cotton plants. 
after three weeks, the buds open and 
then within three days those blooms 
wither, leaving just the green pods,  
or cotton bolls. it is the boll that 
contains the cotton fibers, which 
expand and finally split the boll, 
exposing the cotton.
that’s when farmers bring out the 
cotton balers and start harvesting.
“We use conventional balers to  
do the work starting in october,”  
ott says. “We finish that process  
by thanksgiving, and then we gin  
the cotton.” 
the cotton “gin,” short for 
“engine,” was invented by eli 
Whitney in 1793. it separates the 
seed from the fiber, a job that prior  
to Whitney’s discovery was done  
by hand. the separated fiber, now 
called lint, is pressed into 500-
pound bales and sold.
While most farmers do not gin 
their own cotton, ott does. He is  
part owner of a cotton gin, which he 
says “can run from harvest through 
January, depending on the capacity 













Where we used to  
be happy if we could 
produce a bale per acre, 
genetic improvements 
have boosted that to two 
to three bales an acre.   
  – HARRy OTT
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of the gin and the number of farmers 
who bring us their cotton.”
Bales, however, aren’t the only end 
product. the seed that is separated 
from the fiber is also sold and 
processed into cottonseed oil, meal 
and hulls. those products are used 
for everything from livestock feed  
to potato chips to salad dressings.
YieLding resuLts
What can you make from a  
4-foot-tall, 500-pound bale of 
cotton? Plenty – 3,400 pairs of  
socks, 750 shirts or 325 pairs of 
jeans, for example. With more than 
500,000 bales of cotton produced  
in south carolina in 2012, that’s a lot 
of socks – and a big economic impact. 
the state’s cotton farmers also 
produced more than 150,000 tons  
of cottonseed. total cash receipts  
for the cotton crop in 2011 totaled 
almost $217 million.
Both coleman and ott say 
improved seed genetics have been  
a boon to this bottom line, allowing 
cotton farmers to improve their 
yields. “Where we used to be happy  
if we could produce a bale per acre, 
genetic improvements have boosted 
that to two to three bales an acre,” 
says ott. 
But there are challenges, too. 
While the boll weevil that decimated 
the cotton crop in the 1920s and 
1930s is no longer the threat it used 
to be, another pest has cropped up  
to give cotton farmers fits. “one of 
the biggest challenges for those of us 
who are ‘blessed’ to have resistant 
pigweed in our fields is getting rid  
of it,” says ott.
there are economic challenges  
to growing cotton as well. 
Fluctuating prices for the crop are 
part of the challenge, says coleman, 
as are trade issues. ott agrees, 
explaining that a decline in the 
textile industry in the state has had 
an effect. “i’m hopeful that here in 
south carolina, we will encourage 
the textile industries to remain here 
and use locally grown cotton.”
– Cathy Lockman
A 4-fOOT-TALL, 
500-pOUND bALE Of 
COTTON pRODUCES 
3,400 pAIRS Of SOCkS, 
750 ShIRTS OR 325 
pAIRS Of jEANS.
currently, south 
carolina has  
about 300,000 
acres in cotton 
production.
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T he giant boll weevil you see at the door might make you feel like you’re in a science fiction movie, but the pest is part of the south 
carolina cotton museum. the facility, established 
in 1993 in Bishopville, is home to the 4-foot-tall 
beetle replica and a whole lot more.
each year, nearly 9,000 visitors from across the 
united states and the world come to the museum  
to learn about the strong tradition of the cotton 
industry in south carolina. Janson cox, executive 
director of the museum, says visitors especially 
enjoy learning how cotton is grown, harvested and 
ginned. and while they might not enjoy the hard 
work of picking cotton, visiting students always 
remember that activity, which cox and his staff  
of 15 volunteers include in their educational tours.
“We do a time sequence, which includes picking 
seeds out of cotton, as a way to introduce the 
significance of eli Whitney’s cotton gin,” he says.  
“it doesn’t take long for the students to get tired 
and for their fingers to start to hurt. they quickly 
realize how labor intensive the process was and 
how valuable the machinery is today.”
Visitors get to see additional machinery up close, 
including a Plantation spinner, one of only seven in 
the united states, a mule-drawn cultivator, a 
cessna ag-Wagon crop duster, and even modern 
spinners and looms.
“our goal is to educate our visitors about the 
cotton industry and the positive impact it has had  
on our country’s economy and culture,” says cox. 
“We want to raise awareness of the crop, how it’s 
produced and especially how it’s used. so many 
south carolina cotton museum highlights 
commodity’s rich past
A Boll History
crops, plants & forestry
people don’t realize that cotton is a part of many 
different foods and other products.”
money is one of those products. in fact, u.s. paper 
currency is 75 percent cotton lint and 25 percent linen. 
a 480-pound bale of cotton, for instance, can be made 
into 313,600 $100 bills.
Potato chips, mayonnaise, salad dressing, pasta 
sauces and some baked goods are other products  
most consumers don’t associate with cotton, but  
many actually contain cottonseed oil.
to learn more about the cotton plant and its past, 
present and future significance to agriculture in south 
carolina, cox invites adults and children to visit the 
museum. it is open monday through saturday from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. admission is $6 for adults, $4 for seniors 
and $3 for students. For educational programs, visit the 
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CollArd greens hAve long  
had a place at the southern table. 
recently, they’ve earned another 
distinction – being named south 
carolina’s state vegetable. 
a nutritious plant, high in vitamin 
c and low in calories, collard greens 
are one of the many varieties of  fruits 
and vegetables grown in the state. 
other popular crops include 
peaches, watermelon, tomatoes, 
leafy greens, cucumbers, blueberries 
and strawberries.
Joe Fields and his wife, Helen, 
grow some of these crops on their 
50-acre Johns island, sc, farm.  
a third-generation farmer, Fields  
is a certified organic grower. until 
 six years ago, he used conventional 
methods but switched to organic in 
response to demands from a health-
conscious public. 
“When you’re in business,  
you listen to the public,” says Helen 
Fields. the Fields made that decision 
despite the more costly and labor-
intensive growing practices required.
the couple grows squash, beans, 
cucumbers, tomatoes, radishes, kale, 
lettuce, kohlrabi, strawberries and 
more, and sells the produce at local 
farmers markets and to restaurants 
and grocery stores.
the Fields’ farm is one of nearly 
2,500 fruit and vegetable farms in 
south carolina, the majority of which 
are small operations. But the impact 
to the economy is anything but small. 
in fact, the most recent data available 
from the National agriculture 
statistics service indicates that south 
carolina fruit and vegetables account 
for more than $150 million in sales. 
Peaches are the top fruit, and leafy 
greens are a high-volume vegetable. 
“south carolina peaches are 
shipped across the eastern united 
states, and we have great volume on 
southern cooking greens, like collard, 
kale and mustard greens,” says 
charles Wingard, president of the 
south carolina Fruit, Vegetable and 










Farmers pick lettuce on Joseph Fields’ 50-acre farm in Johns island, SC. the farm also grows squash, beans, 
tomatoes, radishes and strawberries to be sold to local restaurants and grocery stores.
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specialty crop association. “We 
deliver our greens to 30 states.
“there seems to be a good deal  
of growth, particularly with new  
and smaller farmers,” he says. “in  
the industry, there is a stronger bond 
between consumers and producers 
than i’ve ever seen before. more 
consumers are making a decision  
to buy local, and farmers are seizing 
the opportunity to meet the demand. 
in south carolina, we have an 
exceptional climate for growing  
fruits and vegetables. in fact, we  
can produce almost anything in 
season. and our growers do.”
Bradley o’Neal, owner of coosaw 
Farms in Fairfax, sc, agrees that  
the natural harvest window in the 
state creates a strong growing 
environment. With 2,000 acres of 
watermelons, blueberries and greens 
in production in allenville county, 
o’Neal says his operation is situated 
“about the furthest point north where 
you can still have a consistent supply Peaches were named the official South Carolina fruit in 1984, a nod to the state’s role in u.S. peach production.
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SOUTh CAROLINA fRUITS 
AND vEGETAbLES 
ACCOUNT fOR MORE 
ThAN $150 MILLION  
IN SALES. 
of melons for the Fourth of July. 
temperature is a big deal with 
produce. although we’re not on the 
coast, we do get coastal influence, 
warming up a little earlier and 
staying dry when we need to be, 
which is good for growing produce. 
the south carolina climate and soil 
are very well-suited to growing fruits 
and vegetables.”
o’Neal, a third-generation farmer, 
began his own operation in 1983. He 
began by growing watermelons and 
about six years ago added blueberries 
to the mix. “the timing of blueberries 
extends our workforce,” says o’Neal, 
explaining that the blueberry harvest 
begins in mid-april and extends 
through June. 
in the 30 years o’Neal has been 
growing fruits and vegetables, he 
 says the key to success has been a 
methodical, step-by-step process  
of producing a quality product that 
people can rely on. 
“there are a lot of pieces to the 
puzzle when you are a large grower. 
Not only do you have to grow the 
product, you have to find a source  
of labor for harvest. You have to get 
established in the market and get the 
product to market,” which in his case 
means working with trucking 
companies to ship all the way up the 
east coast for national distribution.
o’Neal’s children, angela and 
Brad, are continuing the family 
tradition at coosaw Farms, working 
with their dad to build on the 
company’s strong reputation for 
growing watermelons. 
“it’s rewarding to work with my 
family,” says o’Neal. “and it’s 
rewarding to grow a product that i 
consider a ‘happy’ fruit. You know 
when you ship your fruit that you’re 
going to make thousands of people 
happy down the road somewhere. 
Plus, it’s a product you can be proud 
to grow because fruits and vegetables 
are so good for you.” especially the 
ones grown in south carolina.
– Cathy Lockman
Farmer Joseph Fields works on the irrigation system at his Certified organic Farm in Johns island, SC. He provides produce to restaurants like Alluette’s Café, Amen 
Street Fish and Raw Bar, and to grocery stores like Whole Foods and newton Farms.
south carolina ranks
2nd
in fresh peach 
production.
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C hildren who turn up their noses at the thought of brussels sprouts usually 
become adults who avoid those 
healthy vegetables. 
the south carolina Farm to 
school Program is working to expose 
young people to fruits and vegetables 
in the hope of creating lifelong 
appreciation and consumption  
of these nutritious foods. 
according to Beth crocker, 
general counsel for the south 
carolina Department of 
agriculture, “the program takes  
a holistic approach to exposing 
students to the benefits of locally 
grown produce.” 
she explains that the 100 
participating schools serve south 
carolina fruits and vegetables, and 
they also make sure students know 
they’re eating local produce 
through signage and other efforts. 
south carolina farmers are also 
reaping the benefits because the 
school cafeterias offer them a new 
local market for selling their 
produce. to participate in the 
program, state farmers must have  
a special certification called gaP, 
for good agricultural Practices. 
the program, administered by  
the south carolina Department of 
agriculture, is aimed at minimizing 
food contamination risks in the 
harvesting and processing of  
fruits and vegetables. it involves 
examining the producer’s water, 
heating and cooling techniques  
for processing, sanitation practices, 
and employee training methods.
“the certification recognizes 
farmers who work to eliminate  
their crop’s exposure to potential 
contaminants,” crocker says. “it’s  
a point of pride for our growers to 
complete this certification.” 
Farmers expand market opportunities 
Farm-Fresh Lunches
CrOpS, pLANTS & FOrESTry
Fresh Cut Fruit & Vegetable Specialties 
Serving South Carolina and the surrounding region for over 20 years, Southern Produce takes pride in 
providing safe, washed, ready-to-eat, fresh cut produce to the food service industry. Located on the new 
South Carolina Farmers Market, Southern Produce works closely with farms and distributors to use locally 
grown fruit and vegetables. 
www.mysouthernproduce.com 
Contact us today! 
803. 771. 7625 freshcut@mysouthernproduce.com 
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Broccoli research creates new  
opportunity for state’s farmers
A Future Focus
CrOpS, pLANTS & FOrESTry
M ost broccoli that winds up on south  carolinia plates comes from california, arizona or mexico. so that more local food  
is available, research is under way on varieties that 
could be grown in south carolina, with the hopes  
of developing an east coast broccoli industry.
Funded by a $3.2 million u.s. Department of 
agriculture grant, the research is a collaborative 
effort between the usDa and clemson university.
“there are no expectations that eastern broccoli 
will replace western,” says mark Farnham, u.s. 
Department of agriculture agricultural research 
services research geneticist, who helped spearhead 
the project. “really, what the project is about is 
reducing the risks of growing broccoli.”
as part of a usDa push to fund specialty crop 
research, the decision to pursue the broccoli study 
came in part from increased farmer interest, rising 
fuel prices eating up West coast growers’ profits 
and consumers wanting more locally grown food.
risks that can ruin broccoli’s marketability include 
an early or late hard freeze or hot spring temperatures.
Dr. Powell smith, an extension associate from 
clemson conducting on-farm trials of different 
hybrids, believes the new varieties may extend south 
carolina’s fall and spring seasons by about two weeks.
“in other words, it would increase the length of the 
season by about 10 percent, which may translate into 
10 percent more sales,” says smith.“Production levels 
may not necessarily increase, but existing growers 
would have better marketing opportunities.”
Farnham notes that trials are going “very well,” 
with many big growers embracing the research.
currently 2,000 to 3,000 of the nation’s 120,000 
total acres of broccoli production occur in south 
carolina. as broccoli is susceptible to the same pests 
and diseases as the collards and cabbage farmed in  
the state, Farnham believes growers have the existing 
knowledge base to add broccoli to the rotation.
– Tim Putnam
A Clemson university student checks a broccoli research field.
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CrOpS, pLANTS & FOrESTry
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souTh CArolinA mAy be known for iTs beAChes, buT The  
state’s trees are part of the foundation of its economy.
Forests cover two-thirds of south carolina, and the forest industry has  
a more than $17 billion annual impact on the state’s economy and creates 
approximately 90,000 jobs. the annual delivered cash value of timber in 
the state exceeds $780 million.
“We’re proud of our forestry industry,” says cam crawford, president  
of the south carolina Forestry association. “it’s a huge, long-term industry 
in our state.”
the Port of charleston is also an important asset to the forestry  
industry. at an estimated value of $1.3 billion annually, forest products  
are the number one export moved through the port.
“We live in a global society, and our industry has taken advantage of 
that,” crawford says. “our products are shipped to turkey, the united 
Kingdom, the Netherlands, taiwan, germany, south Korea and elsewhere 
throughout the world, and we are seeing those opportunities and markets 
continue to expand.”
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the port itself is expanding, 
deepening its harbor to prepare for 
the larger vessels traveling through 
the Panama canal beginning in 
2015 and constructing a new facility 
at the former Navy base.
south carolina’s top forestry 
products are paper and paperboard-
related products, wood pulp and 
wood products. 
“Pulp and paper are the real 
strengths in south carolina,” 
crawford says. “Demand for  
south carolina wood pulp remained 
strong throughout the recession we 
just experienced, and we expect that 
demand to continue to increase.”
that’s good news for Wallace 
Wood, the state’s 2011 tree  
Farmer of the Year. Wood primarily 
produces southern yellow pine and 
hardwood timber on his 167 acres in 
Parksville, sc. a former agriculture 
extension agent with clemson 
university’s cooperative extension 
service, Wood spent his career 
working with landowners in forestry 
and natural resource education.
as a tree farmer, Wood manages 
the planting of the seedlings, 
Forests cover  
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controlled burns, thinning, the 
control of invasive species and 
undesirable hardwoods – all  
while focusing on water quality  
and wildlife habitat.
it’s a long-term process that 
starts with planting the seedlings 
and ends some 30 to 50 years later 
with the final harvest. in the early 
years, Wood works to protect the 
trees from fire, insects and invasive 
species. He maintains fire lines 
around the young plantations. the 
first thinning occurs between 12 
and 15 years of age. 
“We take out some of the trees to 
allow room for the others to grow,” 
he says.
that first thinning produces 
pulpwood, and then the prescribed 
burning program gets under way.
“We burn tracts every two to three 
years to keep the undesirable trees 
under control,” Wood says. “the 
burning also improves the habitat for 
wildlife by increasing the grasses and 
legumes on the forest floor.”
the second and third thinnings, 
from five to seven years apart, again 
produce pulpwood and a class of saw 
timber called chip-and-saw.  
there may be a fourth thinning  
or a complete harvest, depending 
upon the size of the trees. at that 
point, the final products are saw 
timber and/or utility poles, and  
the harvested wood literally ships  
in all directions.
“We also maintain our land  
for recreation and enjoyment,” 
Wood says. “We hunt and fish,  
and the timber operation fits in 
nicely with that. We enjoy hiking 
and riding horses and other 
activities on the property.”
Wood’s farm has an ecologically 
important stream, stevens creek, 
the 15th most bio-diverse stream  
in the southeastern united states. 
Flowing into the savannah river, 
stevens creek is home to a number 
of rare and endangered species, both 
plants and animals.
“We want to protect that,” Wood 
says. “We placed a conservation 
easement on part of our property 
that borders the creek. that section 
will always stay in forest or ag 
production and can’t be developed.”
– Kim Madlom
A wedge prism is often used by foresters to 
determine the basal area of a group of trees. 
Wallace Wood uses a boring tool to check the age and growth rate of a pine tree on his farm in Parksville, SC.
We also maintain our  
land for recreation and 
enjoyment. We hunt  
and fish, and the timber 
operation fits in nicely 
with that.     – WALLACe WOOd
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out as a local peach cannery and orchard in the 1920s helped lay the foundation for 
SRecializing in leafy greens and other seasonal vegetables across the United States. 
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CrOpS, pLANTS & FOrESTry
Among the methods that santee cooper uses for generating power, there  
is one that would be particularly 
considered a win-win by 
company officials.
the state-owned electric  
and water utility company, south 
carolina’s largest power producer, 
has been using methane gas from 
landfills for an energy source since 
2001. santee cooper now has six 
facilities across the state using 
gases emitted from landfill sites  
to produce electricity.
“methane gas, of course,  
is a very potent and harmful 
greenhouse gas,” says mollie  
gore, public relations director  
for santee cooper, “and by pulling 
it out of the atmosphere and using 
it to generate electricity, it’s a 
double win. 
“You’re removing something 
harmful for the environment and 
you’re able to recycle it as a fuel 
source for electricity.”
landfill gas is one of several 
renewable energy resources 
santee cooper has been using  
for the past 12 years. it’s the 
state’s leader in generating 
electricity from renewable 
methods, with 151 megawatts 
already online or under contract. 
solar has been in use since 
2006, and research is ongoing in 
efforts to make the method more 
efficient and to lower costs, gore 
says. a demonstration wind 
turbine is located in North 
myrtle Beach for research on 
offshore wind power, but it’s not 
currently a viable resource for 
inland south carolina.
However, in addition to its use 
of landfill gas, santee cooper is 
providing power from renewable 
resources that might be less 
known than solar and wind. two 
others are woody biomass and 
anaerobic digesters, which fall 
under the broad category of 
biomass. this is a method in 
which renewable energy sources 
come from living or recently 
living organisms. 
“We have contracted with 
several independent power 
producers to take forest residue and 
generate electricity, which we are in 
turn buying from them,” gore says 
of the company’s use of woody 
biomass. “When they’re all up and 
running, it will be the largest part 
of our renewable generation.”
santee cooper also partnered 
with environmental Fabrics inc., 
an environmental construction 
firm in columbia, to build the 
state’s first anaerobic digester 
facility. it is located on a hog  
farm in Williamsburg county, 
where it converts methane gas  
to electricity. two other facilities 
are planned.
santee cooper’s production  
of electricity from renewable 
resources falls under the 
classification of green Power. 
the company is certified by 
green-e, meaning that all the 
power produced from renewables 
meets strict and specific national 
environmental standards. the 
company also sells green Power 
on a voluntary basis, and 100 
percent of the money is put back 
in renewable generation.
“our philosophy for developing 
renewable energy resources is 
that it needs to make sense  
for our customers,” gore says. 
“it’s important that we can do it 
without creating a cost burden  
to customers.”      – John McBryde
santee cooper uses landfills, forests and even hogs 
for producing renewable power
A Burst of Energy
SANTEE COOpER GENERATES pOwER ThROUGh ThESE RENEwAbLE ENERGy SOURCES:
METhANE GAS      I      SOLAR      I      bIOMASS      I      wIND ENERGy 
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LOCAL FOOD & AgrITOurISM
when food grown or prepAred in souTh  
carolina appears on the menu, residents tend to buy  
it with pride. 
the home state preference gives a heartbeat to the 
certified south carolina program, which brands and 
promotes locally grown agricultural products. the 
program’s extensive labeling helps consumers easily 
identify and buy fresh, high-quality local food. 
“Prior to the program, our state’s farmers had no 
means to consistently brand south carolina into  
their products to take advantage of a growing demand  
for local food,” says ansley rast turnblad, coordinator  
of certified south carolina, a program of the south 
carolina Department of agriculture. “at the same  
time, consumers who wanted to eat locally had no  
easy way to identify or have convenient access to  
south carolina products.”
restaurants, grocery stores, farmers markets, and 
even some hospitals and school cafeterias, sell or serve 
certified south carolina. Program logos appear on 
everything from boxes of peaches to barbecue sauces, 
retail signs and restaurant menus. consumers most  
often recognize the program under its popular  
branding labels certified sc grown and certified  
sc Product. 
since its start in 2007, free membership in the 
program has exploded from 60 farmers to more than 
1,200 farmers, processors, wholesalers and retailers who 
use the brand. ultimately, the branding and marketing 
effort helps revitalize the state’s rural economy. in fact,  
a recent survey shows some members credit the program 
for a 12 percent increase in annual sales. 
a second phase of the program, known as “Fresh  
on the menu,” benefits restaurants which serve local 
foods. today, more than 300 participating restaurants 
agree to include at least 25 percent certified south 
carolina foods on their menus and feature the Fresh  
on the menu brand. 
“restaurant participation from across the state  
is vital to the continued success of the certified sc 
grown program,” turnblad says. 
froM farM to schooL
likewise, certified south carolina materials surface 
in school cafeterias. 
almost 100 schools and child care centers display 
certified sc grown promotional materials as one of four 
the Certified South Carolina program brands and promotes locally grown agricultural products, ranging from those sold at farmers markets and produce stands to 
value-added specialty products. the program also encourages restaurants to support local farmers, by utilizing South Carolina-grown products in their recipes, like this 
chicken, spinach and tomato entree (pictured at right) served at Blue marlin Steaks and Seafood in Columbia, SC.
Consumers believe in benefits of  local food
BRand
Pride inthe
photo by brian Mccord
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requirements in the south carolina 
Farm to school program. those 
schools have earned grants of $2,000 
to $5,000 to implement the program, 
which puts produce grown by south 
carolina farmers on the lunch trays 
of thousands of schoolchildren. 
the program is a joint effort 
between the state’s Department  
of education, Department of 
agriculture, Department of Health 
and environmental control and 
clemson university. 
“i’ve been amazed with this 
program and how much of an impact 
we can have in a short time across 
multiple sectors,” says Holly 
Harring, statewide Farm to school 
coordinator. “We have been able to 
access low-income children, as well 
as farmers.”
children consume up to 50 
percent of their total energy intake  
at school, according to the usDa. a 
Farm to school study shows a strong 
interest among farmers to sell 
produce that meets school needs  
and among the state’s public schools 
to buy local-grown produce. Based 
on the number of south carolina 
schools, there is ample market 
potential for increased participation 
for Farm to school. 
the program started in south 
carolina in 2011. its aim is to  
reduce obesity risk among children 
and boost agricultural markets. 
Participating schools must use at least 
two south carolina-grown fruits and 
vegetables monthly and identify those 
items using the certified sc logo, 
integrate nutrition and agriculture 
education into the curriculum and 
grow a vegetable garden.
several schools now provide 
vegetables from their own gardens  
to their cafeterias, serving nutrition  
with a side of pride.
– Joanie Stiers
what’s online
find more links to south carolina 
agricultural products at  
scagriculture.com. 
South Carolina restaurants like mac’s on main in Columbia use local peaches on their menus. staff photo
Make the healthy choice, 
the easy choice! 
Get involved with SC Farm to School! 
Learn more about the program components and resources. 
www.scfarmtoschool.com 
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this program, administered by  
the South Carolina department  
of Agriculture, promotes South 
Carolina-grown agriculture products. 
Anytime you see this label, you 
can rest assured that this product 
was grown, manufactured and/or 
processed in South Carolina. Foods 
with this logo must meet or exceed  
the u.S. no. 1 quality grade standard. 
learn more at certifiedscgrown.com. 
Restaurants that use this logo on their 
menus have committed to include at 
least 25 percent of Certified South 
Carolina Grown foods in their dishes. 
these chefs recognize the value in 
supporting local, not only for their 
bottom lines, but also for the difference 
South Carolina local products and 
produce make on how the food tastes. 
the Farm to School program promotes 
serving students fresh fruits and 
vegetables grown on local farms. 
A joint effort between the state’s 
department of Education, department 
of Agriculture, department of 
Health and Environmental Control 
and Clemson university’s Youth 
learning institute, the program 
works to increase the number of 
farmers certified to provide locally 
grown products for schools, provide 
education to food service staff and 
promote healthy eating to the children. 
learn more at scfarmtoschool.com. 
Local food 
programs
W hile south carolina is known for more than 150 battles that took place on 
its soil during the revolutionary 
War and the civil War, a pair of 
agriculture enrichment programs 
are working to ensure that same 
soil is now used for something 
even more revolutionary.
the nonprofit lowcountry 
local First’s growing New 
Farmers incubator Program 
trains the next generation of 
farmers in three phases: 
apprenticeships, farm incubation 
and links to affordable farmland.
“We pair those interested in 
getting engaged in farming or 
learning new techniques in 
farming with a mentor farmer 
throughout the low country to 
give them some hands-on farming 
opportunities,” says Nikki 
siebert, who leads the program. 
“in the spring, we give them a 
sustainable agriculture class  
to teach them the science of 
farming, and then in the fall,  
we offer a 10-week farm business 
class, which offers everything 
from how to get liability 
insurance to how to market  
and create a business plan.”
the second phase is an actual 
10-acre incubator farm providing 
a low-risk period for farmers 
interested in entering the market.
“We lease it to farmers who 
have been an apprentice or farm 
manager, but who have never 
owned their own farm,” siebert 
says. “We provide them with 
necessary infrastructure  
(wells, irrigation, tractor, packing 
facility, tool storage, etc.) and we 
also have a farm mentor out there 
helping them identify the 
production issues and giving 
them ideas on the business side.”
the final phase of the program 
will be a land link to connect 
farmers with land owners who 
have land suitable and available 
for farming.
another similar program is  
the three-year-old sc New and 
Beginning Farmer Program, 
offered through clemson 
university. Program Director 
Dave lamie explains that this 
program focuses on presenting 
the opportunity for anyone who 
has farmed for 10 years or less  
to receive technical assistance. 
at first, applicants consisted of 
mostly traditional crop producers 
from multigenerational farms, 
but now the program is seeing 
more people wanting to make  
a go of farming for the first time.
“i wanted to put a focus on the 
business side of farming and 
make sure people were exposed  
to good management principles, 
developing a good business plan 
and treating it more like an 
entrepreneur might,” he says.  
“We have a series of workshops 
dealing with marketing, legal 
issues, risk management and food 
safety, then we connect them with 
the resources available here in the 
state to learn the opportunities 
that are out there.”    – Keith Loria
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South Carolina agritourism  
offers year-round experiences
visiTors enjoy fArm-To- 
table dinners. an astronomy club 
stargazes from an observation circle. 
children love the full-circle swing 
after a stint in the berry patch.
chattooga Belle Farm exemplifies 
agritourism, a fast-growing sector  
of u.s. tourism that attracts people  
to agricultural areas. about 10,000 
people annually visit the farm in  
long creek, sc, where owners ed  
and Kitty land offer a vineyard, fresh 
produce and on-farm experiences. 
Yet, the view alone takes people by 
surprise. the farm overlooks where 
the chattooga river meets the Blue 
ridge mountains. 
“i encourage anyone in the world 
to come to this place to visit,” says 
sarah gillespie, marketing 
consultant for chattooga Belle 
Farm. “once you come, you want to 
come back again and again.”
LOCAL FOOD & AgrITOurISM
Kitty and Ed land, owners of Chattooga Belle Farm in long Creek, SC, offer visitors a unique on-farm experience.
toFoodways
Highways
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top: Chattooga Belle Farm provides a great example of agritourism in South Carolina. the building above is an excellent venue for a variety of gatherings. SC 
Commissioner of Agriculture Hugh Weathers says that the farm-to-table events are some of the many things he loves about Chattooga Belle Farm. Bottom: South 
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Helping promote the state’s 
agricultural products and the business 
of agriculture  
www.scadvocates4ag.org
501(C)(5)
A Door to the World for Farmers
• Access to all corners  
 of the globe
• Highly  
 productive operations
• On-terminal grain  
 transloading to container
• Expanded refrigerated  
 capacity for frozen goods
• South Carolina Inland Port  
 in Upstate opening fall 2013
Port of Charleston 
Port of Georgetown
www.scspa.com
throughout south carolina, 
farms put storefronts on their 
properties and invite the public  
to share in local food production  
and the tranquility of their rural 
landscapes. although there is 
limited statistical data on 
agritourism, clemson university 
extension specialists believe south 
carolina’s sector undoubtedly has 
grown and evolved.
“in my experience with the New 
and Beginning Farmers Program, 
there seem to be more people 
interested in agritourism businesses 
as part of their business plans,” says 
Dave lamie, associate professor at 
clemson university. “some are 
exclusively focused on that.”
soMething for eVerYone
the myriad selection of 
agritourism experiences presents 
something for everyone year-round. 
corn mazes, u-pick berry farms, 
hayrides and petting zoos provide 
wholesome, outdoor family 
entertainment. museums  
showcase agricultural history. 
Vineyards, gardens and farm tours 
are educational for any age group. 
organized events, like the annual 
ag + art tour in York county, 
generate a surge of rural traffic.  
in 2012, the event attracted 2,500 
visitors to 20 local farms, farmers 
markets and local food restaurants. 
the free, weekend-long, self-guided 
tour showcased 20 artisans with 
traditional arts made in York county.
“For our state in particular, 
because we are so rural, it’s 
important for people to move  
off the interstate and out of high-
population cities to take a trip to see 
what south carolina’s agriculture is 
about,” says Beth crocker, staff 
member with the south carolina 
Department of agriculture.
take, for instance, Boone Hall 
Plantation, located eight miles from 
downtown charleston. listed on the 
National register of Historic Places, 
it remains one of america’s oldest 
working, living plantations with 
more than 320 years of crop 
As part of its country store, Chattooga Belle Farm  
in long Creek, SC, sells locally canned jams, jellies, 
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eight great ways to explore  
south carolina farms and food
1. Visit your State Farmers markets. 
Find a list at agriculture.sc.gov/
statefarmersmarkets. 
 
2. Head to your local community’s farmers 
market. See which markets are near  
you; visit agriculture.sc.gov and click  
on Community Farmers markets under 
quick links. 
3. Shop at Certified Roadside market 
Stands. Go to agriculture.sc.gov/
certifiedroadsidemarketprogram for a list.
4. Search for Certified SC produce and 
products for use at home or as gifts.  
Visit www.certifiedscgrown.com.
 
5. Eat at Fresh on the menu Restaurants 
or use a caterer that serves Certified SC 
Grown products. See those participants 
at www.certifiedscgrown.com/
freshontheMenu. 
6. Participate in a Community Supported 
Agriculture group. Find a list at 
agriculture.sc.gov/csa. 
7. Encourage your child’s school or 
childcare center to participate in  
SC Farm to School. learn more at  
agriculture.sc.gov/farm2school. 





Visit scagriculture.com for more 
information on south carolina 
agritourism destinations.
production. Visitors learn its history 
of commercially grown cotton and 
pecans while today enjoying the 
farm’s fruits and vegetables. they 
watch live presentations and take 
tours of the home, crop fields, 
historic living quarters and gardens 
with roses more than a century old. 
the plantation’s spectacular tree-
lined drive, known as the avenue of 
oaks, takes root in visitors’ 
memories. originally planted in 
1743, the oak trees today form a 
massive, moss-draped canopy of 
sculptural branches about three-
quarters of a mile long.
likewise, rural beauty takes  
the spotlight at chattooga Belle 
Farm. the vineyard and u-pick 
farm’s breathtaking views and 
sunsets provide a popular location 
for weddings and special events.  
the farm hosted 31 weddings  
in its hilltop event barn in 2012.
there, farm workers tend to 
vineyards, apple and peach orchards, 
exotic fruit gardens and a cattle herd. 
their farm store sells muscadine wine, 
jams and grass-fed beef, all from 
the farm. Visitors can even play 18 
holes of disc golf while enjoying the 
farm’s view, listed by a magazine as 
one of the best courses in the state.
signs to agritourisM
in 2013, the south carolina 
Department of agriculture  
plans to launch a directional  
sign program in cooperation  
with other state departments. 
the uniform, metal highway 
signs will help visitors navigate 
their way to agritourism stops off 
rural roads throughout the state.
– Joanie Stiers
Agritourism farms allow children to experience farm life.
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south caRolina agriculture
calendar of EVEnts
For more information about other south carolina agritourism events, visit agriculture.sc.gov.
Leesville poultry festival Batesburg-Leesville MAy 9-11, 2013
upstate farm tour family-owned farms  throughout the upstate jUNE 1-2, 2013
43rd annual ridge peach festival trenton jUNE 15, 2013
71st hampton county  
watermelon festival hampton jUNE 22-30, 2013
gilbert peach festival Lexington jULy 4, 2013
the south carolina peach festival gaffney jULy 11-13, 2013;  jULy 19-20, 2013
Blueberry festival greenville jULy 13, 2013
national equestrian trails  
conference rock hill jULy 18-20, 2013
pelion peanut festival pelion AUGUST 9-10, 2013
the south carolina apple festival westminster AUGUST 24, 2013;  SEpTEMbER 3-7, 2013
autumnfest greenville state farmers  Market in greenville SEpTEMbER 20-22, 2013
Midlands fall plant &  
flower festival
sc state farmers Market  
in west columbia SEpTEMbER 27-29, 2013
Beaufort shrimp festival Beaufort OCTObER 4-5, 2013
pee dee fall plant  
& flower festival
pee dee state farmers  
Market in florence OCTObER 4-6, 2013
sc state fair columbia OCTObER 9-20, 2013
colonial cup springdale race course  in camden NOvEMbER 16, 2013
INTERACT wITh SOUTh CAROLINA AGRICULTURE AT A fESTIvAL OR AGRITOURISM EvENT  
IN SUMMER AND fALL 2013. hERE ARE A fEw TO CONSIDER.
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T he Pee Dee region’s christmas tree farms, u-pick farms, corn mazes and more are  now readily accessible online thanks to the  
Pee Dee agritourism Passport program, launched  
by clemson university.
aimed at heightening agritourism awareness in  
the region, the program is an online resource that 
incorporates google maps to help visitors locate 
agritourism destinations, divided into easy-to-follow 
categories. the categories include seafood, wineries, 
museums and farm stands, among others. 
consumers can see where vendors are located on  
a map of the region, then click the businesses to visit 
their individual websites. they can also pick up 
printed maps at area chambers of commerce, 
convention and visitors bureaus, and welcome centers. 
as the state’s agritourism industry grows, Blake 
lanford, an Horry county extension agent with the 
clemson university institute for economic and 
community Development who helped develop the 
program, says that the passport is an interactive tool 
that connects businesses with the public and creates  
a network within the industry. 
“the Pee Dee agritourism Passport program 
provides a means for agritourism farmers throughout 
the region to connect with the tremendous tourism 
base that is attracted to the beach,” lanford says.  
“We encourage farmers in the Pee Dee region to  
take advantage of the public’s interest in their  
farming heritage, and the source of foods and fibers 
they consume every day.”
the program is also integrated with the south 
carolina marketmaker program, which helps 
agriculture and seafood industries reach new  
markets by leveraging the online resource. 
Both the marketmaker and Pee Dee  
agritourism Passport programs were developed  
to share information about food- and farm-based 
businesses with consumers. all aspects of the 
agriculture industry can connect through the 
websites to help conduct business more efficiently.
lanford says that small farms in particular  
are realizing the great potential of agritourism.  
they recognize it as a means to diversify their 
business model at the same time they market  
their primary product.
Find out more about the Pee Dee agritourism 
Passport program and the businesses within the 
region by visiting www.peedeeagritourism.org.
– Rachel Bertone
agritourism program connects farmers and 
consumers in the Pee Dee region
Fun on the Farm
LOCAL FOOD & AgrITOurISM
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Ag EDuCATION
SC Commissioner’s School for Agriculture 
prepares students for future careers
As They mArk A deCAde of  
introducing high school students  
to the world of agriculture,  
officials with the south carolina 
commissioner’s school for 
agriculture detect a pattern.
they point to a resource that 
shows a key reason why the one-
week summer session at clemson 
university is such a success. it’s 
really quite simple, according to 
Katie Black, coordinator of student 
recruitment for clemson’s college 
of agriculture, Forestry and life 
sciences, and director of the 
commissioner’s school.
“it truly is the people,” Black 
says, when asked why the program 
has earned such a good reputation 
since its debut in 2004. “i really 
think the difference is the people 
that are engaged with this program. 
Just about all of our counseling 
staff are people who have gone 
through the program themselves. 
our alumni want to come back  
and get involved, and many have 
donated financially.”
more than 300 high school 
juniors and seniors have 
participated in the commissioner’s 
school, which is holding its 10th 
session in the summer of 2013. 
Hugh Weathers, south carolina’s 
commissioner of agriculture  
since 2004, calls the program an 
ideal way for students to consider 
agriculture as a major in college  
and as a career.
the school, which is open to 
35-40 participants each year,  
offers three tracks of study:  
animal and Veterinary sciences; 
Horticulture, turfgrass and 
agronomy; and Forestry, Wildlife 
and environmental sciences.
South Carolina Commissioner’s School for Agriculture 
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“animal science tends to be the 
most popular,” says Black, who has 
been involved in the school since  
its beginning. “our goal with the 
program is not just to hit them where 
they’re interested, but also to really 
show them what the industry has to 
offer and where there are truly an 
abundance of jobs.”
While most students come from 
south carolina, the enrollment also 
includes students from out-of-state. 
chris engel came all the way from 
New Jersey, and not from the 
agricultural side of the state.
“i grew up 24 miles outside of 
New York city,” says engel, who 
participated in the commissioner’s 
school as a rising high school junior 
in 2005. “my dad was a stockbroker 
and my mother runs a ballet 
company in the city. But i got an itch 
for agriculture when i worked on an 
organic dairy farm in Vermont.”
engel returned to the state to 
attend college at clemson, where  
he graduated in 2011 with a degree 
in animal agribusiness. He is now  
a representative with Helena 
chemical in mayesville.
“commissioner’s school is such  
a unique opportunity for high 
school students interested in 
agriculture to come to a college 
campus for a week and interact with 
college professors and staff,” engel 
says. “For me, it really opened up 
and showed me this broad spectrum 
of agriculture as an industry.”
Heather coleman had a similar 
impression after she attended the 
commissioner’s school in 2006. 
unlike engel, coleman had an 
agriculture background from 
growing up on a farm in Dillon.  
she knew her path led to a job  
in agriculture, and the school  
provided further confirmation.
“it gave me the opportunity to 
see all the majors clemson had to 
offer and to connect with people 
like Katie (Black),” says coleman, 
who now works in the usDa office 
in columbia. “i met a lot of people  
i still talk to. it was really a good 
experience overall.”
in addition to the enthusiasm  
of the school’s staff and counselors, 
the program’s success can be 
attributed to its method of funding. 
it isn’t supported by state tax 
dollars, as similar programs in 
other states have done.
“they all received state  
funding, and many of those  
have gone away,” Black says.  
“We operate on donations and 
support from industry, and that  
is what has kept us strong.”
For more information, visit 
clemson.edu/cafls/sccsa/.
– John McBryde
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The souTh CArolinA 
poultry industry’s value is in the 
billions of dollars and it is directly 
responsible for thousands of jobs, 
but its strength can be measured in 
more than just numbers.
that’s according to connie  
smith of the south carolina Poultry 
Federation (scPF), the voice of the 
state’s poultry industry since 1987.
“the industry in south carolina 
is doing well and thriving,” says 
smith, president of the scPF.  
its total cash receipts are over  
$1.5 billion a year, and it directly 
employs around 8,000 people in  
the state.
“But with spinoffs from the 
industry, there are many more 
 jobs. there’s a lot more involved 
than someone might think.”
as examples, she points out the 
many feed and farm stores in the 
state, as well as “the building 
industry that builds the poultry 
houses and the propane used to  
heat the poultry houses.”
other spinoff jobs include 
refrigerated trucks, paper boxes,  
egg cartons, rendering and 
construction companies, to  
name a few.
of south carolina’s top 10 
agriculture commodities, poultry 
ranks with three categories: 
Broilers are No. 1 at nearly $700 
million in cash receipts from 2011, 
turkeys are No. 2 at close to $306 
million, and chicken eggs are No. 7 
at $102.5 million.
the south carolina poultry 
industry represents 40 percent of 
all agriculture in the state and is  
80 percent of animal agriculture. 
Nationally, south carolina ranks 
eighth in turkey production, 13th  
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heaLthY Birds
much of the reason for the state’s 
strong poultry industry is due to the 
thoroughness of the animal health 
officials and scientists, particularly 
at the clemson livestock Poultry 
Health (lPH) center. its role is to 
protect animal health through 
control of endemic, foreign and 
emerging diseases in livestock and 
poultry, as well as to protect the 
health of consumers by providing  
a comprehensive inspection service 
to ensure that meat and poultry 
products are safe, wholesome and 
accurately labeled. 
south carolina is part of the 
National Poultry improvement Plan 
(NPiP), which was developed in 1935 
as a nationwide program to reduce 
and eradicate Pullorum Disease  
and another salmonella disease of 
poultry called Fowl typhoid. the 
program has been so successful that 
Pullorum and typhoid are rare in 
commercial poultry.
“We want to make sure that the 
very serious diseases don’t come in 
to this state, or the very serious 
emergency ones like avian  
influenza or Newcastle Disease,” 
says Dr. Julie Helm, poultry 
specialist veterinarian with lPH  
and the state’s NPiP coordinator. 
“these can have an economic  
impact (on the industry) and  
are disease issues for the birds.
“and we also deal with the 
everyday diseases, where we use  
our diagnostic labs when producers 
are having issues with birds. We can 
help them find the primary problem, 
so they can fine-tune management, 
fine-tune their vaccine programs or, 
in some cases, use correct antibiotics 
for treatment.”
iMportant tooL
the use of antibiotics on animals 
may have a negative connotation for 
many, but most veterinarians and 
animal scientists support their use. 
some, indeed, are advocates.
one is Dr. ron Prestage, owner and 
president of Prestage Farms, a turkey 





















Visit scagriculture.com to learn more 
about modern poultry production.
cassatt. Prestage Farms produces 
more than 425 million pounds of 
turkey a year, with facilities that 
consist of genetic breeding, brooding 
and grow-out buildings. 
“on one hand, there’s a  
group beating us up about animal 
welfare and on the other there’s a 
group beating us about the use of 
antibiotics,” Prestage says. “But  
to be honest, you can’t separate  
the two.
“if you’re going to be a responsible 
caretaker of birds, you have got to 
use antibiotics to prevent, control  
or treat diseases. it’s a critically 
important tool.”
– John McBryde
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pEOpLE IN ThE 
STATE.
80%
the state produces more than 
68.5 million dozens of eggs 
from an average 5.5 million 
layers per year.
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For more information contact the SC Energy Office at (803) 737-8030  
or visit www.energy.sc.gov/HomeGrownEnergyTaxIncentives
Did you know  
agricultural crops  
and waste can produce 
energy to run your 
operation or others?
Did you know you could 
be eligible for South 
Carolina’s renewable 
energy tax credits?
Did you know  
low-interest loans  
are available to make 
your operation more 
energy efficient and 
save you money?
advertisersVisit Our
AgSouth Farm Credit 
www.agsouthfc.com
ArborOne Farm Credit 
www.arborone.com 
Certified South Carolina –  




Dillon Tractor & Implement Co. 
www.dillontractor.com
Direct Distributors Inc. 
www.agrisupply.com
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F or healthy, fresh seafood, farmers in south carolina are looking less toward the coast and more toward the economically beneficial 
field of aquaculture.
aquaculture is the farming of fish, shellfish  
and crustaceans in fresh or saltwater populations 
that are raised in controlled conditions. For south 
carolina, this agriculture sector is one of the 
fastest growing industries in the state, feeding  
the demand for eating locally raised seafood. 
Farmers produce a variety of seafood for local 
restaurants and consumers, including oysters, 
clams, blue crab, shrimp, inshore fish like snapper 
and grouper, and offshore fish like swordfish, 
mahi-mahi, wahoo and several types of tuna. 
tilapia is also becoming a very popular fish for  
the table.
according to the south carolina seafood 
alliance, americans eat about sixteen pounds  
of seafood per person each year, but 91 percent  
of all seafood consumed in the country is 
mported from overseas. aquaculture farmers  
in south carolina are working to change that,  
for their state specifically, by raising a local,  
safe product and in turn, encouraging more jobs. 
“the local, good-tasting, healthy, safe, nutritious 
protein in south carolina seafood is much closer 
to your plate than seafood from china, thailand, 
indonesia or india,” says Frank Blum, executive 
director of the south carolina seafood alliance. 
“increased local production means more jobs 
 and increased revenue through the magic of the 
economic multiplier. catch and grow it here.  
Bring fresher seafood, more jobs and more  
money to south carolina.”
– Rachel Bertone
south carolina aquaculture brings fresh,  
local seafood to consumers
Go Fish








Aquaculture is one of the 
fastest growing sectors of 
agriculture in south carolina.
EACh yEAR AMERICANS EAT  
16 pOUNDS Of SEAfOOD pER pERSON. 
91 pERCENT Of ThAT SEAfOOD IS 
IMpORTED fROM ASIAN COUNTRIES.
ANIMALS, FISh & LIvESTOCK
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in A relATively shorT  
period of time, Brandon Hurley  
has seen the large and small of  
the south carolina beef industry.
as owner of Bar H cattle  
in laurens county, Hurley is 
entrenched in the world of beef.  
He and his wife, eva, lease about 
1,500 acres of land, where their 
operation specializes in cow 
 and calf production, breeding  
stock performance tests and 
preconditioning cattle for feed-out. 
“We have about 150 mama  
cows and we stock between 300-400 
calves through the fall,” Hurley says. 
“and now we’re doing a lot of embryo 
transfer work.”
Hurley also served as president  
of the south carolina cattlemen’s 
association for two years, and 
currently sits on its board, as well  
as the board for the south carolina 
Beef council. He is a strong advocate 
for the beef industry, often speaking 
publicly about it and giving area 
students and others hands-on 
demonstrations at his operation. 
Not bad for someone who started 
from scratch.
Hurley was a student at clemson 
university when he began his 
business in 2001. He encountered 
plenty of startup pains, especially 
from banks that were resistant to 
lending money to a college student 
looking to launch a cattle operation. 
photography by brian Mccord
Cattle
Carolina
No matter the size or  
age, beef farms  
show good health
Yon Family Farms is an Angus cow-calf breeding operation in Ridge Springs, SC.
South Carolina Beef Council 
OUR MISSION 
To work Lo increase the demand for beef and beef products within Lhc stale of 
South Carolina and nationally through support of the national and state joint 
programs in promotion, consumer information and education, research, industry 
information, producer communications and market development programs. 
www.sccattle.org 
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“it was tough finding the 
financing,” Hurley says. “But i met 
some really good people along the 
way that helped me, and i just kind  
of grew it from there. the good lord 
just blessed me. He opened up doors 
and opportunities.”
“You have to love it,” he adds. 
“there’s no way around it. there  
are other things i could do to make 
more money, but i love what i do.”
there are some 4,000 active 
cattle producers and about 450,000 
head of cattle in south carolina, 
according to roy copelan, executive 
director of the state’s Beef council. 
cattle ranks fifth among the state’s 
agricultural commodities, with just 
over $156 million in cash receipts  
for 2011. 
“We have a very small beef 
industry in south carolina, 
compared to midwestern states,  
and even some of our neighboring 
states in the south,” copelan says. 
“Producers vary in size of operations 
from one cattle right on up, with the 
average size about 350-400 cattle.”
they vary in years of operation  
as well. While Hurley’s business is 
only 12 years old, legare Farms has 
much deeper roots – nearly 290 
years, to be exact.
“this is a ninth-generation farm 
that has been here since 1725,” says 
thomas legare, who operates the 
crop and livestock farm in Johns 
island along with his sisters Helen 
legare-Floyd and linda legare-
Berry. “We have beef cattle on about 
200 acres of pasture. Beef is the 
largest part of our farm operation.”
legare says he buys grain from 
microbreweries in charleston to  
feed his cattle, which he butchers  
and sells directly to consumers or  
to restaurants in nearby charleston. 
His farm even has a Butcher’s 
club, which offers memberships  
that work similarly to consumer 
supported agriculture programs. 
Kevin and lydia Yon don’t have the 
Left: lydia and Kevin Yon weigh a baby calf on their Angus cattle farm in Ridge Springs, SC. right: Kevin Yon feeds hay to his beef cattle herd. 
family history in farming on |the 
scale of the legares, but they own a 
1,500-acre operation in ridge spring 
they hope will be passed on through 
their three children. and to that end, 
Yon Family Farms uses a variety of 
practices that can better ensure the 
sustainability of their farm.
the Yons, who operate a 
diversified angus seed-stock 
operation as well as grow crops, 
earned the 2009 National 
environmental stewardship  
award for their whole-farm 
commitment and leadership in 
conserving natural resources.
these three snapshots of beef 
operations in south carolina are  
an indication of the state’s beef 
industry, which is healthy overall.
“We are producing great  
animals, sound beef and safe  
beef for consumers in our state  
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a 3-ounce serving of 
lean beef is about  
150 calories and an 
excellent source of six 
nutrients – protein, zinc, 








TO p  b E E f  CAT T L E  C O U N T I E S  I N C L U D E :
MORE ThAN
4,000
fARMS IN SOUTh 
CAROLINA RAISE CATTLE.
CATTLE AND CALvES RANk
5th
AMONG ThE STATE’S 
AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES. 
TOTAL CASh RECEIpTS  




of beef sold at retail meet the  
government guidelines for “lean.”
south carolina is home  
to more than
350,000
head of cattle, as of  
Jan. 1, 2013.
4-I • 
One 20lb watermelon yields 28, 1 cup servings; each packed with vitamins A & C,  
the antioxidant lycopene and the amino acid citrulline. A local superfruit for the whole  
family, find recipes you can make together, fun carving ideas, health facts and more  
at www.scwatermelon.org. For grower and retail information, call 803-734-2200  
or email sdickinson@scda.sc.gov.




WaTermeLON iS heaLThy aND DeLiciOUS! A locally grown South Carolina summer  
classic, watermelon is one of the healthiest values you can bring home every week.
" • SC farmers 
work hard for 
1 their money. 
We work hard 
for SC ~farmers. -....: 
SC Farm Bureau is all about agriculture. All about 
representing SC farmers with an effective voice in 
government, award-winning educational programs 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
~ and outstanding member benefits. 
FARM 
BUREAU Find out more at www.SCFB.org or 1.888.FB.Member ._....,....,....., 
Like you, we call 
SOUTH CAROLINA home too. 
From the Piedmont to the Pee Dee and everywhere in between, 
a Farm Bureau Insurance agent is just around the corner. Whether 
you farm 400 acres or a small backyard garden, Farm Bureau 
Insurance offers affordable insurance options customized to fit your 
needs. Save money and feel good knowing you're doing business 
with a South Carolina company that supports local farmers! 
We insure a variety of farming operations including: 
• dairy • row crops 
• equine • nurseries 
• poultry • agritainment 
• livestock • leased farmland 
Plus, we offer affordable auto, home and life insurance. 
Call your local Farm Bureau Insurance agent for 
a quote or visit us on line at www.SCFBlns.com. Auto • Home• Life 
South Carohna Farm Bu,eau Mutual Insurance Company• Southern Fa,m Bureau Casualty Insurance Comp.any• Southern Farm Bureau Life Insura nce Company, Jacks.on. MS• Palmetto Casualty Insurance Company• South Ca,olina Farm Bureau Insurance Agency, LLC 
